The Beahrs ELP

AT A GLANCE

The Beahrs Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) of the College of Natural Resources at the University of California, Berkeley provides state-of-the-art training in environmental and natural resource science, policy, and leadership to strengthen the capacities of global environmental practitioners.

Participants will benefit from a unique opportunity to interact with Berkeley faculty as well as their global peers to access new information and tools, share practical experiences, and develop collaborative leadership skills. As of 2016, the Beahrs ELP has graduated 615 environmental leaders from over 110 countries.

Benefits

- UC Berkeley certificate in Sustainable Environmental Management
- Enhanced capacity to develop solutions that balance environmental, economic, and social equity objectives.
- Strengthened skills for communicating ideas, facilitating multi-stakeholder processes, and leading social change
- Lifetime membership in the world-wide Berkeley ELP Alumni Network
- Eligibility to apply for the Buck Kingman Initiative to receive funding for collaborative projects with UC Berkeley faculty

University of California, Berkeley
Three-week Certificate Program
June 4 - June 23, 2017

Partial scholarships available for qualified candidates

Curriculum

Leadership Development:

Project Management & Collaborative Leadership
Communications, Grantwriting & Fundraising
Marketing, CSR and Enterprise Facilitation

Environmental and Natural Resource Science:

Impact Assessment and Quantitative Analysis
Policies for Sustainable Development
Mitigation of & Adaption to Climate Change
Food, Agroecology & Biotechnology
Water, Biodiversity & Conservation
Resources & Sustainable Livelihoods
Population, Health & Gender
Sustainable Energy
Testimonials

“Meeting all the renowned leaders, educators in their respective fields and gaining from their experiences and learning gives me improved foresight and approach, which I definitely needed to face the challenges of Environment Conservation Leadership in a developing country like India and more preferably for my State Chhattisgarh.”

Meetu Gupta, India (ELP 2016)
Founder, Conservation Core Society

“The substance and knowledge learned from the ELP have given me a chance to broaden my scope and look at the bigger picture. Personal development sessions, such as “Collaborative Leadership for Sustainable Change,” added more ammunition to the success of my professional career. Access to information, UC Berkeley faculty, researchers and academics, and the networking just add on to the already highly effective learning from the program.”

Kyaw Thu, Myanmar (ELP 2014)
Program Specialist, UN-Habitat

Who Should Attend?

Beahrs ELP participants are mid-career development and environmental practitioners who are challenged to solve complex cross-sectoral environmental problems from a wide range of disciplinary, geographic, and organizational backgrounds including nonprofit and community-based organizations, applied research and education institutions, government, international agencies, and the business sector. Notable alumni include representatives from the World Bank, the UN, government ministries of health, rural development, agriculture, and the environment, and two recipients of the Goldman Environmental Prize.

To apply or for more information, please visit
http://iep.berkeley.edu
http://beahrselp.berkeley.edu